The 1TouchXL Fingerprint Door Lock

Biometric Solutions for Home and Office Applications

COMMERCIAL GRADE MORTISE LOCK
WITH USER MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY!

COMPLETE ACCESS CONTROL IN A DOOR LOCK!
A Mortise lock with deadbolt and audit trail! 1Touch XL lock is a
lock you have asked for and now we have brought it to market.
With its unique design, robust features, and unsurpassed
quality it will quickly become the chosen name for access
control for home and business use alike. After having sold
1,000’s of our smaller version, the 1Touch, we can testify to the
fact that it is the best quality fingerprint lock available on the
market today. Stylish and easy to use, this fingerprint door lock
offers a sliding front cover that not only allows protection for the
optical sensor against the outdoor elements but also activates
(wakes up) the fingerprint scanner when lifted. The 1Touch XL
will accommodate up to 99 fingerprint users in the following
groups: Administrators, Users, and Guests. This gives you the
ability to auto expire a guest user such as contractor or house
guest on a certain date and time of your choice.

KEY FEATURES
0
User Management and audit trail built into unit
0
Easy to read LCD display on back lock body
0
Ability to enter persons name directly in the lock
0
Add / delete individual users directly on the lock
0
Stand alone (no PC required) - battery operated
0
99 fingerprint user capacity

The 1Touch XL Fingerprint lock gives you the freedom to not
worry about lost, stolen, or forgotten keys ever again. Now you
can use your fingerprint to effortlessly identify that you are
indeed the rightful, authorized person you claim to be! Simply
place your finger on the next generation scanner and the door
unlocks instantly! Using the 1Touch XL Lock's 12 buttons,
fingerprint and pin users may be enrolled and deleted individually. The 1Touch XL lock is made of a high impact
stainless steel lock body. This lock will not corrode, weather, or
fade. We back the XL with a 1 or 2 Year Replacement
Warranty. Backed by our 30 day satisfactions guarantee that
you will like it or your money back!

Heavy Duty Mortise with
Auto-Locking Deadbolt!

0
Fingerprint, Pin, Pin + Fingerprint, or Key Access
methods
0
ALL weather - Operating Temp: -29 ° to 140 ° F
0
Bump proof - laser cut dimple keys ( 2 included)
0
ADA compliant handle
0
Easy setup and enrollment process
0
4 AA battery with low battery warning

Rear View

0
Sliding weather cover triggers sensor to power
on automatically
0
Fingerprints will not be lost if batteries fail
0
Deadbolt automatically engages when door
closes

Easy to use, menubased administration
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